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          Editing Practice #29 

        (General I) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. helped the needy and sick and appeared in buffalo bills wild west show 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. did she really not read or right or have no formal education? asked Lee? 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

       

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #30                    Date __________ 

        (General II) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. In an 1896 six-day distance compitition, marshall raced 1732 miles he finish eight 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. i felt i had my day, and a Wonderful day it was, too stated marshall later in life’s. 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #31                    Date __________ 

        (General III) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. “this was the First moon misssion to use the lunar rover, an electric car, comented mr Jong” 

   _____________________________________________________________________________   

2. they really bringed a electric vehicle to the Moon questioned deena 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Name __________ 

 Editing Practice #32                    Date __________ 

        (General IV) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1. one Kindergarten Class in iowa donate $1.35, and, patriotism motivates much others 

   _____________________________________________________________________________  

2. rosie mentioned “over 3.20 million people visited the satue of liberty each year. 

   _____________________________________________________________________________ 
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            Editing Practice #29 

        (General I) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  
 

1.  helped the needy and sick and appeared in buffalo bills wild west show 

 She helped the needy and sick and appeared in Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show. 

2.  did she really not read or right or have no formal education? asked Lee? 

      “Did she really not read, write, or have any formal education?” asked Lee. 

 
 

  

                 Editing Practice #30 

        (General II) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. In an 1896 six-day distance compitition, marshall raced 1732 miles he finish eight 

 In an 1896 six-day distance competition, Marshall raced 1,732 miles. He finished eighth. 

2. i felt i had my day, and a Wonderful day it was, too stated marshall later in life’s. 

    “I felt I had my day, and a wonderful day it was, too,” stated Marshall later in life. 

 

 

 

 Editing Practice #31                     

        (General III)  

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. “this was the First moon misssion to use the lunar rover, an electric car, comented mr Jong” 

 “This was the first moon mission to use the lunar rover, an electric car,” commented Mr. Jong.  

2. they really bringed a electric vehicle to the Moon questioned deena 

    “They really brought an electric vehicle to the moon?” questioned Deena. 
 

 

 

 Editing Practice #32                     

        (General IV) 

 Edit and correctly rewrite the sentences.  

1. one Kindergarten Class in iowa donate $1.35, and, patriotism motivates much others 

    One kindergarten class in Iowa donated $1.35, and patriotism motivated many others. 

2. rosie mentioned “over 3.20 million people visited the satue of liberty each year. 

    Rosie mentioned, “Over 3.2 million people visit the Statue of Liberty each year.” 
 

 

 

 


